
 
1. Introduction  

 
The GTC Adaptive Optics (GTCAO) system is the general Adaptive Optics facility 
that will provide diffraction-limited images in the near-infrared to the GTC telescope. 
At Day 1 it will consist of a single deformable mirror with 21 x 21 actuators (373 
useful actuators), conjugated to the telescope pupil and a Shack-Hartmann wavefront 
sensor (WFS) with 20 x 20 sub-apertures using a Natural Guide Star (NGS) as a 
reference source. The GTCAO system is expected to provide a Strehl ratio of 0.65 in 
the K-band with a bright NGS, and it will be later upgraded to a Sodium Laser Guide 
Star (LGS). Since the beginning, the GTCAO system was designed with the 
possibility to be updated to a LGS system, and also to a multi-conjugate system, by 
replacing one of the flat mirrors in the collimated beam by another Deformable Mirror 
(DM).  
In the past meeting “FRIDA + GTCAO: ciencia con la primera instrumentación de 
óptica adaptativa en GTC”, organized by the Red de Infraestructuras de Astronomía 
(RIA), there was a final debate about the future of Adaptive Optics (AO) in GTC and 
one of the main conclusions was that there were a large number of scientific cases that 
will benefit from the development of an AO system capable of providing near 
diffraction correction over a large field of view. The concept proposal presented here 
for an upgrade of the GTCAO is the response to this request.  
 

 
2. Description of the Science Drivers 

 
There is a large number of scientific cases that require high spatial resolution, which 
can be only provided by diffraction limited AO systems in large telescopes such as 
GTC and over a relatively large field of view. This includes scientific cases from our 
Solar System to the most distant high-redshift galaxies, including our Solar vicinity, 
massive star forming regions in our Galaxy, and local galaxies. Here we enumerate 
some of them: 
 

2.1  Observation of the external planets of the Solar System (Jupiter, 
Saturn, Uranus y Neptune).  

Ricardo Hueso (UPV/EHU) 
 
The characterization of the atmospheric dynamics of giant planets requires 
observations of very high spatial resolution. These planets have apparent sizes of 45, 
18, 3.7 and 2.3 arcsec in opposition. Among these planets, Jupiter has the most 
dynamic atmosphere presenting cycles of convective activity in different latitudes and 
global changes in bands and zones every few years. Very high spatial resolution 
(0.05") imaging and spectroscopy can answer fundamental questions such as the 
vertical structure of clouds in their different bands and zones and their changes related 
to atmospheric dynamics. The atmospheric dynamics and the vertical structure of 
clouds in Uranus and Neptune are enigmatic. In both planets global changes are 
observed in time scales of a few years and rapid atmospheric disturbances 
(development and evolution during weeks and months). The observations in Z, J, H 
and K bands of Uranus and Neptune allow studying the atmospheric dynamics in 
different vertical levels. Saturn is an intermediate case, in which the seasonal changes 
of its atmosphere and the development of convective storms stand out. The satellites 



Io (Jupiter), Titan (Saturn) and Triton (Neptune) have active volcanoes, convective 
storms and a tenuous atmosphere in worlds of apparent sizes of 1.15, 0.8 and 0.10 
arcsec, and the AO systems opens a new opportunity to for a detailed study of these 
phenomena.  
 
 

2.2  The determination of the substellar mass function in the cores of 
young star forming regions  

M. R. Zapatero Osorio, J. A. Caballero (CAB, CSIC-INTA), V. J. S. Béjar (IAC) 
 

Young star clusters and star-forming associations usually have very bright, massive 
stars in the central regions. Their dazzling glares impede obtaining deep images in the 
core of the clusters. AO systems providing wide FOV correction will allow us to 
overcome this difficulty making the detection of brown dwarfs and isolated planets 
possible in regions that have not been explored so far. The proposed observations will 
contribute to a complete definition of the stellar and substellar initial mass function of 
emblematic regions such as the dense clouds of Taurus, the Orion Nebula, σ Orionis, 
and ρ Ophiuchi. For the first time, we will be able to address open questions on 
whether the smallest objects with masses of about 1 Jupiter can be formed in isolation 
at rather close distances to massive stars, the spatial distribution of stars, brown 
dwarfs and planets, the mass segregation of stellar and substellar objects (if it exists at 
very young ages), and, for the nearest clusters, the dynamics of brown dwarfs and 
isolated planets in the cores of the cluster. 
 

 
2.3  Dissecting populations of massive stars in the Milky Way and the 

Local Group  
Miriam Garcia (CAB, CSIC/INTA), Amparo Marco (Universidad de Alicante -UA-), 
Artemio Herrero (IAC), Francisco Najarro (CAB), Ignacio Negueruela (UA) 
 
Massive stars are chemical and mechanical drivers of the evolution of galaxies, the 
core of highly energetic SNe and GRBs, and progenitors of extreme compact objects. 
They are key ingredients to simulate the evolution of populations, but at the moment 
two caveats prevent accurate accounting of their ionizing, mechanical and chemical 
feedback. The first one is episodes of non-stationary mass ejection that can be 
experienced by massive stars at several stages (LBV, WR), having a significant 
impact on evolution in terms of duration, effective temperature and luminosity. The 
driving mechanism is still unknown but high spatial resolution imaging can detect the 
ensuing circumstellar structures and set constrains on the mass of the ejecta. The 
second one is the mechanisms of massive star formation, and their imprint on the 
initial mass function. In this case high spatial resolution is critical to disentangle the 
sources and count stars, while spectroscopy is crucial to constrain surface gravity and 
masses. This kind of observations of young and small populations would build 
statistics on whether massive stars need a supporting cluster to form (competitive 
accretion), or whether they can form in isolation (monolithic collapse).  
Studies targeting larger populations in the Milky Way and Local Group galaxies will 
reconstruct the initial mass function (IMF), and look for correlations with 
environment. In this respect it would be extremely interesting to investigate whether 
metal-poor environments are prone to a top-flat IMFs. This point relates to the typical 
fragmentation size of metal-poor gas, and would support the expectation that the first 



stars of the Universe were extremely massive. Constraining the upper end of the IMF 
with imaging and 3-D spectroscopy will mean a qualitative leap in the field, since up 
to now IMF studies have mostly used photometric catalogs that yield extremely 
uncertain masses for massive stars.  
Finally, imaging and 3-D IR spectroscopy will pierce the Galactic disk and reach the 
center of massive stellar clusters, where the most massive stars tend to crowd. The 
spectroscopic characterization of resolved members will also provide crucial insight 
into massive star formation and early stages of evolution. 
 

2.4  AO observations of the nearest galaxies 
Almudena Prieto (IAC), Juan A. Fernández-Ontiveros (INAF) 
 
 The GTCAO with MCAO will allow us mapping the full body of the nearest galaxies 
at unprecedented sub parsec scales, almost at twice the resolution achievable with 
JWST.  With the standard AO correction based on Single Conjugate AO, very often 
the nucleus itself is the only suitable source for NGS or with laser AO correction. It 
thus follows that AO studies of galaxies are mostly restricted to the nuclear region 
only.  GTCAO with MCAO would radically change this   situation. By having several 
lasers projected at different positions across the body of a galaxy, its major 
components, i.e. disc, bulge, halo, spirals arms, will be possible to study in their full 
extent at parsecs scale resolution. 

 
3. Concept and top-level requirement 

 
The GTCAO system will provide single conjugate AO correction using a NGS at day 
1 and later a LGS. The LGS system will allow to increase the sky coverage of the 
GTCAO and extend the number of scientific cases, since only requires a relatively 
faint (R<18 mag) NGS for tip-tilt and focus corrections. However, such AO systems, 
based on a single NGS and LGS provides a diffraction correction over a limited field 
of view (FOV), and prevent to carry out scientific cases that requires high spatial 
resolution at a FOV larger than the isoplanatic angle (typically 10-20”), such as those 
presented in Section 2. Here, in this proposal, we present a concept to upgrade the 
GTCAO system to a Ground Layer Adaptive Optics (GLAO) system based on three 
LGS + a NGS, and a later upgrade to Multi-Conjugate Adaptive Optics (MCAO).  
 
The LGS system is now in its preliminary design phase and is based on a 
commercially available Na laser of 20W, built by the company TOPTICA. Our 
simulations and our observational experience with the OGS telescope show that it is 
feasible to work with a 5W LGS. Considering the losses of the LGS system, we 
estimate that we can split the 20W TOPTICA laser and generate an asterism of three 
LGS without loosing the performance. By placing the three LGS at different angular 
separations in the sky (between 20-40”) and adding two LGS WFS in the optical 
bench to sense the atmospheric corrections, we can provide a relatively good AO 
correction (GLAO) over a relatively large FOV (80x80 arcsec2), see Fig. 1.   
 
In addition, as mentioned before, it is also possible to upgrade the GTCAO system to 
a dual-conjugate adaptive optics system, by placing a second Deformable Mirror 
(DM) in the place where the GTCAO optical bench has a flat folding mirror 
conjugated to 9.8 km.  This will help to improve the AO correction (MCAO) in the 80 
arcsec diameter FOV. 



 

 
 
Fig. 1 Strehl ratio vs. angular separation for the GLAO system of 3 LGS and 1 NGS 
 
This system together with FRIDA instrument in its imaging mode can provide a fully 
corrected FOV of 40”x 40”. This FOV can be extended to 80”x 80” if the Hawai II 
2kx2k detector can be replaced by a new Hawaii 4RG 4kx4k. The FRIDA team is 
investigating this possibility. Here we only include in the budget the detector and the 
required detector controller for this upgrade. 
 
The top-level requirements of this GLAO and MCAO systems are summarized in the 
following table: 
 
Table 1.  GTCMCAO 3.0 Top level requirements 

 Mode Single or Dual conjugate correction, 3 LGS (HOWFS) + NGS tip-tilt  

 Science focus Wavelength range 1.0-2.5µm   FOV (40”x40”) 

Strehl Ratio NGS m
R

, <18 SR≧  @ 2.2µm0.4  

 NGS Wave-Front Sensor 2x2 subap, EMCCD (240 x 240pix) (0.47-0.9 µm) 1 Shack-Hartmann 

 3 LGS Wave-Front Sensors 20x20 (FOV 5”), EMCCD (240 x 240pix) 3 Shack-Hartmann 

  Wave-Front Corrector   (21x21, 373 actuators, Fried Geometry) Deformable Mirrors

 Seeing Up to  1.5 arcsec

 Science FOV Up to  1.5 arcmin

 Zenith distance 0-60º 

 Exposure time maximum  one hour



 
4. International context and competitiveness of the instrument  

 
There are similar AO systems in other large diameter (8-10m) telescopes: 
 
- GEMS+GSAOI/Flamingos2: This MCAO system and the Flamingos2 instrument 
provides a FOV of 85”x85”, but require a tip-tilt star brighter than R<15.5 mag. This 
facility operates in Gemini South and hence is complementary with the GTCMCAO 
system. Spanish community has no general access to this facility.  
 
- Keck-LGS+NIRC2/OSIRIS: This is a single conjugate AO system which together 
with NIRC2 or OSIRIS instrument provides a FOV of 41”x41” but the AO correction 
is limited by the paralactic angle (10-20”). Therefore, GTCMCAO provides a larger 
corrected FOV, which is critical for some of the scientific cases mentioned before. 
Spanish community has also no general access to this facility 
 
- VLT GRAAL+HAWKI and GALACSI+MUSE: GRAAL and GALACSI are part of 
the Adaptive Optics Facility (AOF) of the VLT, based on the 4 sodium Laser Guide-
Stars system. The lasers are pointed towards areas located outside of the science field 
of view, 7.5x7.5 arcmin2 in the case of the GRAAL+HAWKI and 1x1 arcmin2 in the 
wide mode of GALACSI+MUSE, and provides a seeing correction up to 0.3” using 
tip-tilt stars R<16.5 mag. These are GLAO systems, which provide a larger FOV than 
GTCMCAO, but the image quality is worst and does not provide diffraction-limited 
images. The Spanish community has access to these facilities at the Southern 
Hemisphere and hence they are complementary to the GTCMCAO system. 
 
- VLT MAD+CAMCAO: The Multi-Conjugate Adaptive Optics Demonstrator 
(MAD) is a prototype MCAO system in the framework of the E-ELT concept and the 
2nd Generation VLT Instruments. MAD is designed to perform wide FOV adaptive 
optics correction in K band over 2 arcmin on the sky by using relatively bright (V < 
14) NGS. MAD will provide a 1 arcmin FOV with the IR CAmera for MCAO, 
(CAMCAO).  
 
In addition, the James Webb Spacial Telescope (JWST) and the NIRCAM instrument 
will provide a similar resolution (60 mas) and a wide FOV (2x 2.2’x2.2’) in the near-
infrared wavelength. Given the expected high demand of time in this telescope, the 
GTCMCAO system, more than a competitor, will be a complementary facility for the 
JWST, providing images with the same resolution, which can be used to identify 
potential object of interest for later spectroscopic follow-up with the NIRSPEC 
spectrograph. This will be fundamental for the Spanish community to have access to 
the JWST. 
 

5. Budget and Schedule 
 
The required budget includes the hardware (2 WFS, the fast low read-out noise 
cameras, the second DM and opto-mechanical system of the asterism generator) and 
the personnel (about 5 engineers/year). This is summarized in the following table: 
 
 
 



Table 2: Budget of the GTCMCAO system 

 
 
The conceptual design of the system is expected to be finished in the first part of the 
2021, while preliminary and detailed design is expected in 2022. The final acceptance 
test at the laboratory and the commissioning is expected to occur in 2024 and 2025, 
respectively. The schedule of the project is given in the following table: 
 

 
Table 3: Proposed schedule for the GTCMCAO system 

 
 

 
6. Proposing Team 

 
Scientific Team:  V. J. S. Béjar (IP, IAC), A. Prieto (IAC), R. Hueso (EHU), M. R. 
Zapatero Osorio, J. A. Caballero, M. Garcia (CAB, CSIC/INTA), A. Marco 
(Universidad de Alicante -UA-), A. Herrero (IAC), F. Najarro (CAB), I. Negueruela 
(UA), J. A. Fernández Ontiveros (INAF-IAPS). 
 
Engineer Team: M. A. Reyes García-Talavera (System Engineer), J. Patrón, (Project 
Manager), J. Peñate, R. Simoes (Mechanical Engineer), R. López, I. Montilla, J. 
Sánchez-Capuchino, M. Puga Antolín (Optical Engineers), J. Marco de la Rosa, M. 
Nuñez Cagigal, L. F. Rodríguez-Ramos, J. Rosich, O. Tubio (Control and Electronic 
Engineers). 
 
 
 
 
 

Concept Budget (keuros)

2 Wave-front sensors, including ultra-fast and ultra-sensitive cameras, optics and mechanisms 400

1 Deformable Mirror with 21 x 21 actuatorss, including drivers and mounts 500
1 Real-time Control System, including frame grabbers 100
1 Electronic Cabinet with power supply, mechanisms drivers and cables 150
1 Opto-mechanical system to generate three laser guide stars 250
Expenses for travels to observatory, meetings, puclications and formation 100
Personnel expenses for the development 1000
SUBTOTAL 1 2500
Updated opto-mechanical system for FRIDA 300
Updated detector for FRIDA, including the controller 700
Personnel expenses for the development 600
SUBTOTAL 2 1600

2021 S1 2021 S2 2022 S1 2022 S2 2023 S1 2023 S2 2024 S1 2024 S2 2025 S1 2025 S2
Conceptual Design
Preliminary Design
Detailed Design
Manufacturing
Integration and Tests
Commissioning


